Wireless sensor network are widely used in various types of environmental monitoring and there are also many applications in the industrial field, we usually deploy sensor nodes in the corresponding areas to monitor and collect relevant data, waiting for a sink node to collect the stored data for further analysis and decision. But in some extremely harsh scenarios, the living environment of the sensor node is very bad, hence the data on the nodes will always lose. Generally, we use LT Codes to improve data persistence. However, some difficult problems with regard to the efficiency of coding and decoding of data can not be resolved by traditional solutions. In terms of the above problems, this paper improves the traditional coding method by reducing the number of encoded packets, so that the network congestion can be alleviated under the premise of successful data coding. What's more, we propose an edge layered collection model and a new coding strategy Edge Layering Fountain Codes (ELFC) based on the model, each sensor node inside the network sends its data to the edge nodes which are relatively safe to ensure the secure collection of data and allocate the resource consumption of the sensor nodes around the sink node. On this basis, the Ordered Edge Layering Fountain Codes (OELFC) is further proposed. The OELFC can collect data packets in a low degree-to-high degree manner, which greatly improves the efficiency of data decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION
A wireless sensor network [1] , [2] consists of a series of multi-hop sensor nodes deployed in a designated area. Each sensor node is a resource-constrained, bandwidthconstrained, and cheap device. These nodes are used to monitor the surrounding environment, perform some simple data logging and storage tasks. They are able to exchange perceived data periodically with their surrounding neighbor nodes. In the collection phase, either a sink node is fixed at a remote location, the sensor node forwards the data to the sink node step by step through its own neighbors, or collects data from the sensor node by entering the monitored area.
We know that the sensor nodes are energy-limited and vulnerable, so we have to solve the problem that how to store The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Abbas Jamalipour . the data elastically in the network. Even if only a part of the sensor nodes are accessible, the sink node can recover all the original data by visiting the surviving sensor nodes. That is, the data persistence problem in the wireless sensor network.
The traditional solution is using redundant nodes to perform simple assignment backup of the data on the original sensor nodes [3] to improve data reliability. However, simple copy still can't solve the problem(some nodes that store the same data may be destroyed at the same time), so the Fountain Codes [4] are proposed. LT Codes are the first implementation of Fountain Codes. LT Codes use the feature of Fountain Codes to store the data on each node by XOR operation [5] , which effectively improves the reliability of data without increasing the storage capacity of each node.
But there are still several problems to be resolved. First of all, for a large wireless sensor network, there are a large number of nodes in the network, therefore, a large number of encoded data packets will be generated, which may increase the burden on the network and cause network congestion [6] , [7] , at the same time, each data packet used for encoding is not guaranteed to be effectively used. Secondly, the traditional collection methods [8] , [9] have certain limitations, if we use a fixed sink node for data collection, the nodes around the sink node will undertake a large amount of data forwarding work, we know that the resource of a node is limited, a large amount of data forwarding work may cause the failure of these nodes, and these nodes are the key nodes in the network, which may further cause that the network cannot continue to work; If we use a mobile sink node, it may difficult for the sink node to enter some dangerous monitoring areas. Moreover, due to the large number of sensor nodes, the data collection period is too long. Finally, the traditional LT Codes' decoding efficiency is too low in the early stage of the collection phase due to the existence of the ''cliff effect''.
In response to the above problems, the following corresponding solutions are proposed in this paper. 1) In order to alleviate the network congestion, the encoded data packets with the random walk step size are re-forwarded, so that each node can precisely receive different d data packets according to the preset degree d for encoding. The number of encoded packets that exist at the same time can be reduced, and the congestion of the network will be alleviated. Each data packet can be effectively used according to the degree distribution function, which improves the encoding efficiency. 2) In addition, we propose an edge layering model and the corresponding Edge Layering Fountain Codes (ELFC), which enables nodes in the network to forward data packets from the inside to the outside through a simple hierarchical routing of nodes in the network. The data packets will be stored on the outermost edge nodes and collected by the sink node in the future. In this way, the forwarding work of the nodes that originally around the sink can be well shared by the edge nodes. 3) Furthermore, in order to improve the efficiency of the collection phase, we have proposed the Ordered Edge Layering Fountain Codes (OELFC) to optimize the collection process. The data packets can be forwarded to the outermost edge nodes for storage in order from low to high, so that the sink nodes can collect low-level data packets preferentially, in this way, almost every packet can be successfully decoded. Thus to some extent, the ''cliff effect'' of LT Codes is alleviated. The full text is organized as follows: Sec. II briefly reviews background and related work, Sec. III introduces our motivation of this article, Sec. IV discusses the network model and random walk algorithm, Sec. V. will introduce the ELFC and the OELFC encoding strategy. Sec. VI briefly evaluates and analyzes the performance of our algorithm. Sec. VII we will summarize the full text.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly introduce the relevant research background, related work, LT Codes [10] and some of their implementation details, as well as possible problems with LT Codes in some scenarios, and what are the shortcomings of existing solutions.
As mentioned above, sensor nodes are typically deployed in harsh disaster environments for the collection of perceptual data. With the risk of sensor nodes' failure at any time and the instability of link conditions, in order to ensure the reliability of the network, there are two important points to note: 1) Fast data collection. The disaster area in the network may expand and spread over time, causing more nodes destroyed and the entire network collapsed eventually. Therefore, we need to ensure that all data can be received as quickly as possible during the data collection process. 2) Good data persistence. Data persistence means that even if some nodes fail in the network, there is still a great possibility that all the original data can be recovered by acquiring information from existing nodes in the network by means of data backup.
For the above two points, we generally divide the data collection problem into the following two categories.
A. REAL-TIME DATA COLLECTION ISSUES
While the sensor nodes are generating data, the sink node can start to collect data, so we need to ensure the collection efficiency of the sink node during the decoding process. In this scenario, the sink node is usually fixed at the edge of the network, and the sensor node sends its own data to the sink node in time.
Kamara proposed Growth Codes [11] , [12] to increase data persistence through incremental coding and random distribution assignment. The main idea of Growth Codes is that each node in the network needs to strictly follow the timeto-time conversion sequence, and continuously improve its degree as the round increases. However, it is suitable for intensive networks with high connectivity, and performance is degraded in sparse network scenarios.
For the Growth Codes, many scholars have conducted further research on this basis.
The paper [13] proposed the RFDG model to eliminate redundant codewords in the network,which improve the proportion of effective information in the network by means of feedback on the basis of Growth Codes, and ultimately improve the decoding efficiency of the network.
The paper [14] analyzed the advantages and disadvantages of the Growth Codes data collection strategy and proposed several improvements, Including: multi-codeword Encoding and Gaussian elimination decoding methods, increasing the faster aggregation degree distribution (Aggressive degree distribution), encoding their own information with a certain probability, etc., These methods can improve the Growth Codes data collection strategy to achieve better performance in a wider range of static and dynamic scenarios.
The paper [15] proposed a new Resilient Coding Algorithms to improve the Growth Codes data collection strategy for static network scenarios and node-movable dynamic network scenarios, and this algorithm enables the performance and data persistence of data collection strategies to be improved to a certain extent in a wider range of network scenarios.
B. PERSISTENT DATA COLLECTION ISSUES
The data generated by the sensor node is forwarded in the network first, and it will be encoded and stored on other nodes. In order to ensure that the overall data of the network can be stored persistently and reliably, it is necessary to distribute the data as evenly as possible in the network.
In the persistent data collection model, we should know how to keep the data on the node as long as possible in the network. After a period of time, the sink node actively enters the network, and can still obtain the data stored on the node by accessing the nodes.
In 1998, Michel Luby et al. proposed the concept of Digital Fountain Codes [4] , which is ideal solution for the characteristics of application requirements such as large-scale data distribution and reliable broadcasting. The Fountain Codes are Rateless Codes. This feature enables the transmitter to generate code symbols without restriction, each code symbol is randomly generated by random XOR according to all source information.
LT Codes [10] are the first implementation of the fountain codes, which are XOR-coded by randomly and uniformly selecting d different symbols from the information symbols(as shown in Figure 1 ).
The degree d of each code symbol is selected by a degree distribution function (d).
And this degree distribution function is a robust soliton distribution function. Let us define the ideal soliton distribution function first:
where cis a suitable constant coefficient greater than 0, and δ is the probability of decoding failure.
The robust soliton distribution can be defined as follow:
And β = i ρ(i) + τ (i). The encoding symbols are decoded by using the BP algorithm [10] . With LT Codes, the aggregation node only needs to collect any K + O( √ K (ln(K/δ)*ln(K/δ)) coding nodes to successfully decode with a probability of 1-δ. The encoding complexity is Kln(K/δ).
Different from the coding method of LT Codes, people also proposed random linear coding to improve fault tolerance [16] - [18] , but the decoding complexity like Reed-Solomon codes [19] is relatively expensive.
In order to locate the nodes accurately, Karp proposed the geographic protocol [20] and Dimakis proposed a scheme to implement distributed fountain code with geographic routing [16] , [21] . They hope to achieve the encoding by sensing the location of the target node, but the complexity of the network will undoubtedly increase in this way.
In the paper [22] , the author proposes a novel coding method, that is, packet-centric data encoding, the encoded data packet is transmitted during the random walk, and when the encoded data packet passes through a sensor node, the data will be XORed by the encoded packet, this is different from that proposed in [6] , [23] , these are node-centric coding. Paper [24] is also similar to paper [22] , but random linear coding is used to generate redundant data.
C. HOW ABOUT LARGE-SCALE WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK?
There are already some solutions about the persistence of large-scale wireless sensor networks.
The paper [6] proposed Exact Distributed Fountain Codes(EDFC), a coding strategy which encodes the data by means of one-way random walk data packet transmission, which avoids some disadvantages such as the two-way random walk scheme [21] on the data link requirements. However, in order to ensure that each node in the network can effectively encode the received data packets, the paper [6] allows the sensing node to send additional redundant data packets. This will undoubtedly increase the congestion of the network, and there may be data loss, increased delay, and reduced throughput, which affects the transmission performance of the network. What's more, even sending additional data packets does not guarantee that each node can fully perform the encoding operation according to the requirements of the degree distribution function.
The paper [7] , [13] puts the data copies of the sensor nodes into the network with random walks. In order to ensure that each data packet can traverse all nodes at least once, the step size of each data packet is set to C 1 nlongn. It can be known that the constant C 1 is at least greater than 1 from his experimental result. However,the huge amount of nodes and data packets is required in a large-scale sensor network. Since each data packet needs to traverse all nodes, the data packet life cycle is too long. Nodes need to forward data packets with high frequently.And random walks of packets is achieved with the price of huge energy consumption and certain resources used in data encoding. Besides,the number of coding nodes and the average coding degree of LT Codes are positively correlated with the number of nodes.Considering all of these factors, the overall overhead of the network is vary huge.
Although the above solutions have made great progress in data coding, persistent storage, and reliability collection. However, for the resource consumption caused by the high complexity of encoding in large-scale networks, the drawbacks caused by the traditional fixed and mobile Sink collection methods, and the existence of ''cliff effect'' have not been well resolved.
III. MOTIVATION
As mentioned above, there are still some shortcomings in the current solution for large-scale wireless sensor networks. Therefore, this chapter briefly describe our motivation.
A. AVOID RECEIVING INVALID ENCODED PACKETS
For a storage model, we encode the nodes by sending encoded packets. The sensing node sends the data collected by itself to the storage node in the form of a encoded packet, and the storage node performs an exclusive XOR encoding operation on the received encoded packet for storage.
The coding mode of two-way algorithm requires the storage node to send additional query data packets to the sensing node, and has strict requirements for the bidirectional link, we cannot guarantee the reliability of the network environment; EDFC proposed a one-way algorithm, it only needs to ensure that the data of the sensing node is transmitted to the sensor node, and the sensor node independently selects the received data packet for encoding according to the preset degree d. However, EDFC cannot guarantee that the ddata packets received by the sensor node are different, the sensing node needs to send more encoded data packets to ensure that the sensor node has a higher probability to receive d different data packets. This means that there will be more encoded data packets in the network, which will increase the burden on the network.
So we guessed whether the d encoded packets received by the storage node can be different, and the d packets can be directly used for encoding and storing, without receiving additional encoded packets.
B. WE NEED A NEW COLLECTION METHOD
For the traditional wireless sensor network, there are two ways to collect data: 1) Fix the sink node somewhere at the edge of the network, waiting for the sensor nodes inside the network to forward the data hop by hop to the sink node, that is, collecting data in a passive manner. 2) The sink node actively enters the network and gets the stored data by accessing the nodes in the network, that is, collecting data in an active manner. However, the above collection methods have some shortcomings:
1) For a fixed sink node, there are little nodes around the sink node for data forwarding, all data in the network is forwarded to the sink through these nodes, that is, relative to other nodes in the network, these nodes will take on more forwarding work and consume a lot of energy, which is a great challenge for the network with limited resources. Moreover, large networks will make this situation worse, and if these nodes fail, it is likely to cause the collapse of the overall network. 2) For a mobile sink node, it is necessary to access the corresponding node each time to collect data, but if the network is large and the number of nodes is huge, this access method will make the data collection period too long, and for some relatively harsh environments, the sink node may be difficult to actively enter the network to access the network for data collection.
C. ABOUT ''CLIFF EFFECT''
It can be seen from the paper [10] that the ratio of the 1 degree packet is very small among encoding nodes according to the degree distribution function. At the beginning, some high degree data packets are accumulated, and only little 1 degree packets can be received, so the effective decoding cannot be well performed. In the middle and late stages of the collection phase, we can receive more 1 degree packets, so the accumulated height data packet can be decoded at the same time, and the recovered data will rise steeply. This phenomenon makes the pre-data collection efficiency too low. Therefore, we hope to improve this steep wall phenomenon, so that the efficiency of the collection stage can grow steadily.
IV. NETWORK MODEL AND RANDOM WALK MECHANISM A. NETWORK MODEL DESIGN
In the initial state, there are total N nodes in the network. All nodes are randomly and evenly deployed in the twodimensional square area of L*L. Among the N nodes, there are K nodes called sensing nodes for monitoring the environment and generating perceptual data for forwarding and storage. The remaining K-N nodes are referred to as storage nodes for redundant storage of data in the sensing nodes. The communication radius of all nodes is R. The above network model can be regarded as a graph G = (V, E) [25] , [26] ,
representing a set of nodes, and E represents a set of links between nodes. For any two nodes v i and v j , if the distance between them is less than or equal to r, it means that the two nodes can communicate with each other, that is,
Each sensing node is able to perceive data x from the environment and store x in a separate space for subsequent encoding. The storage node cannot actively sense the data from the surrounding environment, but has the same ability to store data as the sensing node, and can receive data from the neighbor nodes for encoding and storage.
In particular, the outermost node of the network (we call it an edge node) not only has 1 unit of storage space for storing its own data, but also has an additional storage area for storing decoded data packets received during the decoding phase. All other nodes can only store 1 unit of data.
Each node only knows the information of neighbor nodes within its communication radius, and has no knowledge of the global information of the network.
B. GRAPH RANDOM WALK ALGORITHM [27]-[29]
Let's introduce the random walk first. For a node i in graph G(V, E), the probability of selecting node j from a series of neighbors N(i) of node i is P ij , due to the next forwarded neighbor node is only related to the current node, and has nothing to do with the previous path, so random walk can be regarded as a Markov chain model. If the graph is ergodic,the Markov chain has a steady-state distribution which equals to its limiting distribution. Therefore, if the length of the random walk is long enough, the distribution (limiting distribution) of the random walk stopping at a particular node converges to the steady-state distribution.
The random walk scheme of this paper is similar to the paper [6] . The transition matrix is calculated by using a variant of the Metropolis algorithm [27] - [29] , and its steady-state distribution π = (π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π n ) is given. We stipulate that for the Markov chain model of random walk, if the steadystate probabilities of any two nodes are different, ie π i > π j , then the probability that the data packet stays on node i is greater than that stays on j. That is to say, node i can receive more packets, so node i's degree should larger than node j. Let N(i) represents the neighbor node of node i, and M(i) denotes the number of neighbor nodes of the node i. We can calculate the transition probability P ij of node i by:
Therefore, each node does not need to know the global information, only needs to know the neighbor-related information to calculate its own transition probability, so the random walk algorithm is completely distributed.
As we said above, the steady state probability can be reached only when the step size is long, but even if the step size is long enough, it does not guarantee that the data packet can stay at the valid node, because the node may received the same Information packets before, so we introduce the concept of re-forwarding, when the packet step is exhausted, it will be still forwarded in the network until the data packet can be effectively encoded by a node at the end.
V. ELFC SCHEME
In the previous section, we analyzed some limitations of LT Codes. This section we will propose a solution based on the above problems, and introduce the Edge Layering Fountain Codes(ELFC).
For the ELFC, before the collection phase, we will perform simple hierarchical routing division on the nodes in the network, which enables nodes in the network to forward data packets from the inside to the outside through the simple hierarchical routing. In the collection phase, the sink node only needs to collect data from the outermost edge node for decoding. Therefore, each edge node in the ELFC has an extra storage space, but all the nodes except the edge edge node are only can store 1 unit of data.
A. AVOID RECEIVING INVALID ENCODED PACKETS
Our strategy is similar to EDFC [6], but we don't need to send extra packets, so we do not need the coefficient x d . Next, let's elaborate on the overall flow of the ELFC encoding phase algorithm:
1) In the initial state of the network, there are K sensing nodes, and N-K storage nodes, a total of N nodes, wherein each of the K sensing nodes stores a monitored environmental data, and the storage node does not store any data at this time. 2) According to the robust soliton distribution mentioned above, each node in the network is given a degree d. 3) According to the degree d obtained above, the steady state probability π of each node itself can be calculated. From the above, it can be seen that the node steady state probability π is larger as degree d is larger. 4) The probability transfer matrix P ij corresponding to each node can also be calculated according to the steady state probability π calculated in the third step. 5) Each sensing node generates b copies of its own data, because there are a total of K sensing nodes, so the total number of encoded packets in the network is n = b * K. 6) As we mentioned above, we are going to use a reforwarded random walk strategy, so we specify that the initial step size for each packet is same, we call it ''first step size s'', We use a counter count(i) to record the number of steps that need to be performed, the initial value of count(i) is s. 7) The packets are placed in the network for random walk, each time a packet passed a node, the count(i) is decremented by 1, and the data packet is sent to the neighbor node according to the node's probability transfer matrix until count(i) == 0, finally stop on a node. If the node hasn't accepted the data packet before, the node receives the data packet for encoding and storage; otherwise, it continues to send the data packet to a neighbor node of the node according to the probability forwarding table.
Similarly, if the neighbor node has also accepted the node, it will continue to forward according to the above rules. Among the rules, the random walk step performed by the second forwarding is called ''second step size i ''. Therefore, the total random walk in the network is the sum of first step size and second step size, ie o = (s + i ) * n. Let us give the specific calculation steps for the total number of packets n, the required step size o for random walks, the number b of packets generated by each sensing node, and the steady-state probability π : 1) From the robust soliton distribution, we can know that there are N * µ(d) nodes with degree d within all nodes, where µ(d) is the degree distribution probability of the network with degree d, therefore, for these nodes with degree d, each node should theoretically receive d different perceptual data packets for encoding, that is, these nodes with degree d should ideally receive N * d * µ(d) packets in total. For the data packets that have been received, as shown in step 7, we choose to re-forward the data packet to prevent the same node from receiving the same data packet multiple times, and try to ensure the effective encoding of each data packet. Because the maximum degree of the node is K, it is easy to get, the total number of packets that all nodes in the network node s selects a neighbor node to forward the packet through transfer matrix P ij 06:
count(x(i))--07:
if (count(x(i)) == 0 && the packet is located at node n) 08:
if(n had never received the packet x(i) before) 09:
the node n encodes the packet x(i) into its data 10: else 11:
node s selects a neighbor node to forward the packet through transfer matrix P ij should receive is
2) Each packet has a ''first step size s'' and a ''second step size d '', so the overhead of the network as a whole due to random walk is the sum of ''first step size s'' and ''second step size d '' of each packet. So the total step size is
3) The storage nodes do not generate data, so these data packets can only be generated by the sensing nodes, and there are a total of K sensing nodes in the network. We assume that the number of data packets generated by each sensing node is the same, both are b, then There is b * K = K d=1 N * d * µ(d), further, we can get
4) Since d represents the steady-state probability of the node, that is, the probability that a random walk will eventually stay on the node with degree d, and there are b * K packets in the network, d can be simply counted as:
The steady state probability increases with increasing degree, and we know that b * K = K d=1 N * d * µ(d), so we can get
The algorithm of the encoding can be described as Algorithm 1: As mentioned above, for some dangerous environments, sink node may not be able to enter the monitoring environment, so we hope that sink can completely collect the sensing data in a safe way. Therefore, we propose a load-balance edge layered collection model. In the collection phase, nodes in the network are simply hierarchically partitioned, and nodes send their own data packets along the previously divided hierarchy to the outermost edge nodes. The outermost edge nodes are relatively safe, so they can be used to store data packet, finally, the sink node only needs to collect data from the outermost edge nodes and the decoding time will also be shortened. Preparation Phase: 1) The sink node sends an excitation signal around the entire network area, and each edge node in the communication radius of the sink node receives the excitation signal, then records its own layer number as 1. 2) After all the edge nodes are excited, the edge node sends an excitation signal and its own layer number to the inner neighbor nodes according to its own communication radius.
3) For the each node that receives the excitation signal:
If the node has not received the excitation signal before, the node will use received layer number plus 1 as its own layer number, if the node has received the excitation signal, it will be ignored. 4) Repeat the above steps until all nodes have their own layer number, then the preparation phase ends. The algorithm for the preparation phase can be described as Algorithm 2:
Decoding Phase: 1) For each node in the network, if the node's layer number is greater than 1, poll its own neighbor node list, once it finds a node lower than its layer number, then send its stored data to this neighbor node, records the neighbor node id that received the packet this time, and skips the node when polling the neighbor node list next time. If the complete neighbor node list is traversed and no suitable node is found yet, the data stored by the node cannot be sent; for the outermost edge node with the level number equal to 1, no packet forwarding operation is performed.
2) The node that receives the packet also polls its neighbor node list, finds a suitable neighbor node that is lower than its layer number, records the node information, and skips the node when polling the neighbor node list next time. Similarly, if the complete neighbor list is traversed and no suitable node is found, the packet cannot be forwarded. 3) Send the data packet according to the above steps until the data packet is sent to the outermost edge nodes. Each outermost edge node has an extra storage space. The received data packet will be stored in the order of reception, waiting for the sink node to access and decode. 4) When the sink node recovers all source data, the decoding process ends. By polling the neighbors in a hierarchical manner, for the data packets passing through a node, the load of the forwarded packets can be evenly distributed to each neighbor node in this way. This load-balanced forwarding method can effectively improve the life cycle of nodes and the robustness of the network.
The overall process is shown in the following figure. The sink node is not fixed at the edge of the network or enters the network, but rotates around the periphery of the network, and accesses the edge nodes to perform data decoding operations. The overall collection model is shown in the following figure. The algorithm for the decoding phase can be described as Algorithm 3:
C. CAN ELFC DO BETTER?
However, as we mentioned above, one of the most fundamental problems with LT Codes is the ''cliff effect''. The degree obtained from the degree distribution function of the robust soliton is shown in the Figure 4 :
We can clearly see that the proportion of the 1 degree in the entire degree distribution is very small, which caused the decoding rate in the early stage of the collection phase is low, and only after the late stage of the collection phase, we will slowly have the opportunity to collect low degree data packets for decoding. Algorithm 3 ELFC Decoding Algorithm 01:For each node s(i)(i = 1, 2, . . . , N) generates its data packet p(i) 02:For each data packet p(i)(i from 1 to N) 03: while(p(i).getPosition.layerId != 1) 04: p(i).getPosition select a neighbor in its neighbor list by polling 05:
if(p(i).getPosition.neighbor.layerId == p(i).getPosition.layerId -1) 06: p(i).getPosition transmits p(i) to 07: p(i).getPosition.neighbor 08:
update p(i).getPosition Therefore, we hope sink can collect low-level data packets in the early stage, so that every data packet received can be effectively decoded. Based on the above ideas, we further optimized on the basis of the edge layering model, that is, collecting the data packets under the edge layering model in a degree-first sequence.
D. HIGH DECODING EFFICIENCY CODES-OELFC
The general idea is basically consistent with ELFC, but in the data collection phase, we improve the original unordered packet delivery into ordered packet delivery. We prefer to send nodes with low degree data information to the outermost edge nodes. Data transmission is also performed in a polling manner, and the outermost edge nodes also store data in the order received.
OELFC decoding phase: 1) For all nodes in the network that store 1 degree data, if the node's layer number is greater than 1, poll its own neighbor node list. Once it finds a node lower than its layer number, it will send its own stored data and record the neighbor node that received the packet this time, and skip the node when polling the neighbor node list next time. If the complete neighbor node list is traversed and no suitable node is found yet, the data stored by the node cannot be sent; for the outermost edge node with the 2) The node that receives the packet also polls its neighbor node list, finds a suitable neighbor node that is lower than its layer number, records the node information and skips the node when polling the neighbor node list next time. Similarly, if the complete neighbor list is traversed and no suitable node is found, the packet cannot be forwarded. 3) After all 1 degree data packets have been forwarded to outermost edge nodes, all the nodes storing the 2 degree data also send the data stored to the outermost edge nodes in the form of steps 1 and 2, and so on, from low to high to complete the data forwarding storage operation. All data packets will be stored on the outermost edge nodes in a low to high order. 4) When the sink node starts to collect data, it also accesses the data stored in the outermost edge nodes in a lowto-high degree manner. First, the low-level data packets in all the outermost edge nodes are collected, and then sink node will collect high degree data packets in an incremental degree manner. 5) When the sink node recovers all source data, the decoding process ends.
The algorithm for the decoding phase can be described as Algorithm 4:
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. PARAMETER SETTINGS
This experiment uses approximately 2300 lines of Java code simulation implementation. The experimental scenario is set to a square network area of 1000*1000. The network randomly and uniformly arranges 5000 sensing nodes and 5000 storage nodes. This paper sets the initial radius R to 30, and the average neighbor number of each node is about 28, the ''first step size s'' is 600 for each encoded packet, and the constant coefficient c and the decoding failure rate δ in the degree distribution function are set to 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. Each of the following experiments was repeated 50 times for averaging.
B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We compare ''first step size'' of the random walk of the network, the sparsity degree, and the random node damage ratio as indicators to compare the LT, ELFC, and OELFC.
Different from [6] , it increases the number of packets sent by the sensing node to make nodes meet the requirements of the degree distribution function as much as possible, in this paper, the data packet randomly walked a certain distance according to the ''first step size'' to meet the requirements of steady state distribution, and then the data packet will be re-forwarded so that each data packet can be efficiently encoded. Our encoding strategy can fully meet the requirements of the degree distribution function(The required step size for this part is called ''second step size d ''), the data packet is finally stayed at a receivable node, so as to meet the setting requirement of the initial degree d of each node. In this way, we can not only reduce the overall network congestion, but also ensure correctness.
According to o = K d=1 N * d * µ(d) * (s + d ), the total step size of random walk is the sum of ''first step size'' and ''second step size''. The following experimental chart compares the ratio of the total step size of LT, ELFC, OELFC to ''first step size'':
We compare the ratio of the total step size to the ''first step size'' when the ''first step size'' is set to 50-1000, and we can see from Figure 5 and Figure 6 that when the ''first step size'' is short, the ratio of the total step size to the ''first step size'' is large, and as the ''first step size'' increases, the ratio of the total step size to the ''first step size'' is gradually reduced, when the ''first step size'' is At around 300, the total step size is only 1.1 times than ''first step size''. This also proves that our re-forwarded strategy does not impose too much burden on the network. As long as the ''first step size'' is set properly, the consumption of this part can even be ignored.
By analyzing the above phenomenon, we can know that when ''first step size'' is set short, the network cannot meet the requirements of steady state probability and the data packets in the network cannot be uniformly spread around the network, so the distribution is relatively concentrated. Therefore, in order to meet the setting requirements of each node, it is necessary to perform more secondary forwarding work. However, as the ''first step size'' increases, the scope of data packet migration also expands, alleviating the phenomenon that data packets are too concentrated, The data packets can be distributed as evenly as possible in the network, not only the degree setting requirements of each node can be more easily achieved, but also the work of secondary forwarding is reduced. In addition, the uniform packet distribution also further improves the fault tolerance of the network.
We observe the decoding of the three codes at different ''first step size'' from Figure 7 :
As can be seen from the Figure 7 , the overhead of the network due to random walk is o = K d=1 N * d * µ(d) * (s+ d ), That is, the larger ''first step size'' is, the greater the overhead caused by random walk. Compared with LT Codes, ELFC Codes, OELFC Codes, as the step size increases, the decoding rate of the three increases gradually, but correspondingly the total step size also increases linearly. When the initial step size reaches 350, the decoding rate of LT and ELFC tends to be stable. When the initial step size reaches 700, the decoding rate of OELFC tends to be stable. The OELFC requires a higher initial step setting. Therefore, in terms of the step consumption of random walks, LT and ELFC have a greater advantage than OELFC.
Under the initial condition setting, the decoding of the three codes when receiving different numbers of data packets is as Figure 8 shown:
As shown in the above figure, we can see that the LT Codes have very low decoding efficiency in the first and middle stages due to the influence of the ''cliff effect''.
For ELFC, although it is not collected in order of degree, due to the influence of layering, the data packets on each node are evenly transmitted to the edge nodes, so the data packets of 1 degree are evenly dispersed in each outermost edge node, therefore, when the sink node collects data from each outermost edge node, each outermost edge node also has a large probability of containing 1 degree node. Therefore, compared with LT Codes, the decoding efficiency of ELFC has been improved, and the ''cliff effect'' has been alleviated.
On the basis of ELFC, OELFC makes the data stored in the nodes pass to the outermost edge nodes in low-to-high order. Therefore, the degree of data packets stored on edge nodes is generally from high to low, when the sink node collects data from the outermost edge nodes, there is a great probability that the original data can be recovered, so the decoding efficiency of the OELFC is high and stable.
We conducted catastrophic experimental tests on these three coding nodes, randomly selected some nodes in the network to destroy, the destruction rate was from 1% to 10%, and observed the decoding rate in the data collection stage. It can be found that LT Codes has been in a stable state, and the decoding rate will be greatly affected by the increase of the destruction ratio of ELFC and OELFC. Probably because ELFC and OELFC data collection has strong dependence on neighbor nodes. If all the neighbor nodes of a node are destroyed, the data stored on the node may not be transmitted to the outermost edge node for collection by the sink node. Therefore, we increase the number of neighbors per node by increasing the node communication radius, and consider performing the same experiment under a dense network, taking R = 50.
As shown in the Figure 10 , we can see that the overall fault tolerance of ELFC and OELFC has been significantly improved, which indicates that ELFC Codes and OELFC Codes have better performance in dense network scenarios.
This has been consistent with our conjecture above. As mentioned above, we know that ELFC and OELFC are hierarchical, in the scenario of sparse network, the number of neighbors in each node is relatively small, as the number of failed nodes increases, the number of surviving neighbors of each node decreases accordingly. If the number of neighbors of a node is reduced to 0, the data stored on the node cannot be transmitted to the outermost edge nodes, which will further affect the overall decoding of the network. In the dense network scenario, as the number of node's neighbors increases, and the damage of a certain number of neighbor nodes does not prevent the data on the node from being transmitted to the outermost edge nodes. Therefore, ELFC and OELFC perform better under dense networks.
LT Codes performs best and is stable in disaster scenarios. For LT Codes, the sink node can randomly acquire the data stored on the node, does not need to transfer its own data to the outermost edge node like ELFC and OELFC. However, for the scenes of mobile sink and fixed sink, there are problems such as collection efficiency and large node resource consumption around sink; EFLC and OELFC overcome the above problems of LT Codes, and the efficiency in the data recovery phase has been greatly improved. OELFC can even show uniform rising recovery efficiency, but OELFC is weaker than ELFC in terms of disaster tolerance, therefore, different scenarios should choose different ways to encode data.
C. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION
Wireless sensor network is an important product in the ecology of the Internet of Things, it has been widely used in the industry to monitor and collect data on the ground [30] - [35] . Compared with traditional data collection methods, no human intervention is required in the collection process, and subsequent analysis and decision-making can be performed after collection. ELFC and OELFC are suitable for data monitoring of large wireless-connected robot swarms, which not only guarantees the persistent storage of data, but also ensures the rapid recovery of data.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Aiming at the persistent storage of large-scale wireless sensor network, this paper gives detailed mathematical derivation and experiment on the data encoding process. Our data encoding method enables nodes to fully encode data in accordance with the requirements of a robust soliton degree distribution function, and sensor nodes do not need to send additional data packets for encoding, which not only ensures the robustness of the network, but also reduces the node's resource consumption by forwarding the encoded data packets. At the same time, by transmitting the data packets to the edge nodes for storage, the load balance strategy is used to alleviate the large amount of forwarding work that the nodes around the original sink need to undertake. On this basis, by controlling the transmission order of packets from low to high, the problem of low decoding rate in the early stage caused by the ''cliff effect'' is well alleviated.
For OELFC, our strategy is to send the information stored by the nodes to the edge nodes for storage in ascending order, waiting for sink nodes to access and decode. Therefore, we need a control mechanism, after the corresponding lowdegree data packets are all forwarded, the high-level packets are forwarded in an incremental manner. Similar to the process of sending excitation signals, we also need a notification mechanism to notify every node that it can start sending data packets. That is, when the collection phase begins, a notification signal is sent to notify all nodes in the network that they can start sending 1 degree data Packet. We define the time interval T, after T time, all the data packets of the 1 degree are completely forwarded, and all nodes in the network forward the data packets of 2 degrees, and so on, until all the source data has been successfully decoded.However, the specific implementation of the control mechanism and the specific definition of the time interval T are not given in this article, so we hope to make corresponding supplements in in our future work.
In addition, although ELFC and OELFC can effectively improve the overall decoding efficiency of the network, they are less resistant to disasters in sparse networks. Even if the situation has improved with the increase of network density, there is still a certain gap compared to the ideal LT code. Therefore, we hope that To improve the disaster resistance of ELFC and OELFC in future work.
